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Minimize Lectures

- Keep teacher-talk short
- Short lecturettes are appropriate at 5-15 minutes lengths
- Lecturettes presented prior to activity = introduction
- Lecturettes presented after activity = reinforcement of learning goals

Self-evaluations

- Allow participants to see how they are progressing with workshop objectives
- Use short evaluation tools
- Example: Write a "post card" to your Aunt. Explain to her what you just learned about __________.
- Reinforce participants identifying how they can use what they have learned
Variety of interactive methods

- Games
- Role plays, skits
- Action idea lists
- Small groups for discussion
- Small groups for activities
- Brainteasers, brain storming
- Case studies
- ETC!!!!

Application plans

- Action plans
  - "How I will use in my club"
- Learning statements
  - "Today I learned....and can use it...."
- Journaling
  - Notebook to record session's meaning

Interpersonal exchanges

- Interaction with one another
- Teaching and learning among participants
- Feedback to each other as personal reflections
- "Translate" facilitator's comments by describing familiar scenarios